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摘

要： 通过对有序分子系统的线性与非线性光谱学的简化描述，帮助对有序分子体系光谱学进行研究的实验

学家建立明确的物理图像和定量的研究工具. 这一描述是从最近对二阶非线性光学界面研究技术，即光学二次谐
波（ SHG）和和频偏振振动光谱（ SFG-VPS）的定量取向和偏振处理中推广出来的. 这一处理的方法关键在于简化
线性和非线性光学中的有效极化率，构造出一个通用的取向泛函，并能通过实验参数清晰地计算出取向泛函的
取向和强度因子. 同时还讨论了相干光谱技术在准确测量有序分子体系的取向和序的相比于非相干光谱方法的
优点.
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A Simplified Formulation of Linear and
Nonlinear Spectroscopy of Ordered Molecular Systems*
Wang Hongfei **
（ State Key Laboratory of Molecular Reaction Dynamics，Center for Molecular Sciences，
Institute of Chemistry，the Chinese Academy of Sciences，Beijing 100080）

Abstract

A simplified formulation for treating the linear and nonlinear spectroscopy of ordered molecular systems

is presented，in order to help experimentalists to have an explicit physical picture and quantitative tool on using linear and nonlinear spectroscopy to study molecules in ordered molecular systems. This formulation is expended from
our recent quantitative orientational and polarization treatment on second-order nonlinear spectroscopic techniques in
interface studies，namely，the Second Harmonic Generation（ SHG）and Sum Frequency Generation-Vibrational Polarization Spectroscopy（ SFG-VPS）. The key to this formulation is to simplify the effective linear or nonlinear molecular susceptibility and construct the general orientational functional with a clear approach to calculate the orientational and intensity parameters from the experimental parameters，which determines the orientational and polarization behavior of the general orientational functional in a particular experimental configuration. Also discussed are
the advantages of coherent spectroscopic techniques over incoherent ones for the accurate measurement of orientation
and ordering of ordered molecular system.
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general ideas on treating the ordered molecular systems

Introduction

with linear and nonlinear spectroscopic methods，as

Molecules in ordered media are not only useful for

well as the issues involved for quantitative orientational

functional and photonics applications，but also funda-

analysis. The basic idea and the take home message is

mental for understanding of molecular interactions and

the importance on constructing the general orientational

［1 - 4］

. It is known

functional，which is in a very simple form，and is the

that polarization spectroscopic methods are very useful

direct measure of the molecular order of the molecular

for obtaining information on molecules in ordered

system with interest. This orientational functional is de-

media，because the electric field with a chosen direc-

rived through the explicit expression of the polarization

tion，i. e. polarization，interacts favorably with molec-

vector，which directly describes the interaction between

ular dipole or transition dipole with certain orientations

the molecular susceptibilities and the interacting optical

in a certain coordinate spaces. The ideas and many

fields. The parameters of the orientational functional

useful techniques of polarization spectroscopy have

determine the behaviors of the orientational functional.

dynamics in the condensed media

been treated in detail，and many examples were given
［5，
6］

It is further shown that these parameters are determined

，as well

through experimental parameters and almost the known

. However，these efforts were fo-

properties of the molecular system. Using the concepts

cused mostly on absorption，fluorescence and Raman

developed here as a starting point，many interesting

spectroscopic applications，both linear and nonlinear，

phenomena in linear and nonlinear polarization spec-

in forms need to be reexamined.

troscopy could be described qualitatively，and quanti-

in a few excellent textbooks or monographs
［7］

as review articles

Surface second harmonic generation（ SHG）and
sum frequency generation（ SFG）vibrational spectroscopy have been developed and applied for studying
molecules in ordered monolayers and films in the past
two decades. The advancement in the theoretical treatment［8，9］ and instrumental development［10］have made it
a thriving subject of research towards studying of mate［11 - 15］

rial and biological surfaces

tative analysis could be explicitly implemented.

2

The effective linear and nonlinear susceptibilities and the general orientational
functional
Spectroscopy measures the interactions between

. However，the ability

electromagnetic fields and molecular system. Through

for the applications of SHG and SFG，which depends

linear or nonlinear spectroscopy，we are able to obtain

on how well the quantitative molecular information

information on molecular structure，conformation，and

could be extracted from the experimental data，has not

dynamics. Naturally，the way in the application of lin-

been fully employed，and sometimes erroneous conclu-

ear and nonlinear spectroscopy lies in the way to obtain

sions were reached because lack of such ability［16，17］.

microscopic or molecular information from the macro-

The very useful molecular information includes the

scopic spectroscopic measurement. The ability to do so

knowledge on molecular ordering，i. e. ，orientation，

relies on the abilities for us to describe the macroscopic

orientational distribution，and includes the knowledge

responses and to find out the relationship between the

on molecular structure and conformation from the meas-

macroscopic responses and the microscopic or molecu-

ured spectroscopic details. Recently，advances in this

lar properties. Therefore，it is essential for us to ad-

direction have made it possible for accurate and effec-

dress this problem with simple and explicit formula-

tive quantitative and orientational analysis with SHG

tions.

［9，
18，
19］

and SFG

. These advances also provide a unique

Albrecht et al. seminally classified any given

perspective for understanding and application of these

spectroscopy into either active（ Class I ） or passive

aspects of linear and nonlinear spectroscopy.
In this short article，I would briefly discuss the

［7］
（ Class II）
. As we can see below，this categoriza-

tion is very useful in order to distinguish and describe
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to Albrecht et al. ，in the active spectroscopies the

the generated electromagnetic radiations. The so-called
（1）
，and the
linear process is produced by the term µ2
（ i）
rest of µ2 's are responsible for the so-called higher-or-

principle even is a change of state population in the

der nonlinear processes.

spectroscopy，and Rayleigh scattering，etc. According

molecule. So obviously the well-known absorption and

Therefore，the radiation intensity of the ith order

emission spectroscopies are active. While the passive

processes in the frequency space at the far field can be

spectroscopies come from the momentary exchange of

expressed as follows：
（ i）
2
I = A2 = e(
i +1 · µ

energy between light and matter that induces a macro-

（3）

2

scopically electromagnetic polarization in the molecule，

where e(
i + 1 is the unit vector of the observation for the

and a new electromagnetic field（ signal）is produced

ith order dipolar radiation. It is thus clear from the

at the frequency of the oscillating polarization in the
molecule. Obviously the scattering processes and co-

simple expressions in equation（ 3 ） that the property
（ i） 2
2
e(
contains all the information for linear and
i + 1 ·µ

herent spontaneous processes all belong to this second

nonlinear light-matter interactions，and it is the starting

category. In this paper we discuss only Class II spec-

point for understanding of molecular orientation with

troscopies，for Class I spectroscopies have been exten-

linear and nonlinear spectroscopic.

［7］

sively discussed in the literature

It is important to realize the fact that equation（ 2）

.

It can be proven from electrodynamics that the

only describes the instantaneous radiation of a single

amplitude A of an angular and polarization dependent

molecular dipole. Ensemble average has to be em-

dipolar radiation field at the far field from a dipole moment µ2is proportional to the projection of the second

ployed to treat the whole molecular system. The ensemble average for the coherent processes，such as

for
time derivative onto the direction of the unit vector e(

wave-mixing processes such as second-harmonic gener-

that angle and polarization［20，21］：
2
2
(∂ µ
( 2
A = e·
2 = e ·µ
∂t

ation（ SHG）and sum-frequency generation（ SFG），
（1）

coherent anti-stokes Raman spectroscopy （ CARS ），
and incoherent processes， such as fluorescence，

The second proportional relationship in Equation（ 2 ）

Rayleigh and hyper Rayleigh scattering（ HRS ），are

comes from the effectiveness of the slow-wave approxi-

different.

mation，which indicates that the oscillation of the radi-

For coherent processes，the total radiation intensi-

ation field is much faster than the changing of the mo-

ty is the absolute square of the added field of the mo-

lecular dipole itself［20，22］.

lecular system.

In a perturbative molecular treatment of the interaction between light and matter，an induced molecular
dipole moment µ2can be expressed as，
（1）
（2）
（3）
（4）
µ2= µ2 + µ2 + µ2 + µ2 + …
= β（1）E2+ β（2）E2
E2+ β（3）E2
E2
E2+
（4）
E2
E2
E2+ …
β E2

（2）

（ i）

where β represents the electrical polarizability tensor
of molecule or atoms，which is an（ i + 1）rank tensor
with 3 i + 1 elements to relate all the possible field vectors
involved in this so-called（ i + 1）-wave-mixing proces（ i）
ses，µ2
is the ith order induced polarization，and E2
represents the interacting electric field of the light. The
induced polarization µ2in turn generates electromagnet（ i）
ic radiations，i. e. µ2
terms are the source terms for

（ i）
2
I coh = 〈 e(
〉2
i +1 · µ

=

( (2
e(
〈 β（ i）：e(
i +1 ·
i e i -1 … e〉

=

e(
i +1 · (

（ i）
(
()
x ：e(
+
i e i -1 … e1
i，i -1，…1

2

（4）

Where x（ i） is the macroscopic ith order susceptibility
2
defined in the expression of the polarisation P，the
total dipole in a unit volume.
（1）
（2）
（3）
（4）
P2= P2
+ P2
+ P2
+ P2
+ …
（1）
（2）
（3）
2
2
2
2
2
2
= x E + x EE + x EEE +
（4）
E2
E2
E2+ …
（5）
x E2
In the condensed phase，all the properties regard-

ing light-matter interactions，including fields and polarizations，have to be corrected with local field corrections［6，23］. Each field factor e(in equation（4 ）and e-
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the tensorial field factors including Fresnel and local

（ i）
x IJK… . The operator〈 〉denotes the orientational ensemble average over the Euler rotation matrix transfor-

field correction factors.

mation elements R Aλ' from the molecular coordination

Therefore，equation（ 4 ） becomes the following
equations，respectively.
I coh = x（effi）

［23］
（ x'，y'，z'）to the laboratory coordination（ x，y，z）
.

The transformation matrix R is defined as follows［25］：

2

 R xx'
R =（ R Aλ' ） =  R yx'

 R zx'

·
= ［ L i +1 ：e(
i +1 ］

( + x（ i）：
)
［ L i ：e(
［ L i -1 ：e(
…［ L1 ：e(
i］
i -1 ］
1］

2

（6）

i，i -1，…1

（ i） 2
contains all
x eff
the information for the molecular system in the ith-or-

It is important to realize that

der linear（ i = 1）or nonlinear（ i 12）spectroscopy.

R xy'
R yy'
R zy'

R xz' 
R yz' 

R zz' 

in which：
R xx' = cosψcosФ - cosθsinФsinψ
R xy' = - sinψcosФ - cosθsinФcosψ

As we have systematically demonstrated previously for

R xz' = sinθsinФ

the case of the second-order nonlinear processes，i. e.

R yx' = cosψsinФ + cosθcosФsinψ

Second Harmonic Generation （ SHG ） and Sum

R yy' = - sinψsinФ + cosθcosФcosψ

［9，18，
19］
Frequancy Generation（ SFG）
，x（effi） is the sum

of all the possible terms of the point product of an observation vector［ L i + 1 ：e(
i + 1 ］and a polarization vector：
（ i）
P2
= x（ i）：
［ L i ：e(
［ L i -1 ：e(
…［ L1 ：e(
i］
i -1 ］
1］
In a polarized spectroscopy experiment，the field

vectors of the incoming and outgoing light beams are
controlled by the experimenter. Once these field vectors are fixed for a particular molecular system，the
tensorial Fresnel and local field factors are also fixed
quantities. Therefore，the linear or nonlinear spectroscopy experiment measures the radiation intensity at a
certain frequency with a set of particular polarizations
of the optical fields involved，and it provides the information of the macroscopic susceptibility of the molecular system.
For an ordered molecular system，certain macro-

（8）

R yz' = - sinθcosФ
R zx' = sinθsinψ
R zy' = sinθcosψ
R zz' = cosθ
The Eular angles（ θ，Ф，ψ）are defined as the following. θ@（0，π）is the angle between z and z'，Ф@
（0，
2 π）is the azimuthal angle about z axis of the laboratory coordinate system，and ψ@（0，2 π ）is the azimuthal angle about z' axis of the molecular coordinates
system［24］.
The orientational ensemble average is defined as：
i）
+ 〈 R Ii R Jj R Kk …〉β（ijk…

ijk… = x'y'z'

=

（ i）
β ijk… 4
+
ijk… = x'y'z'

R Ii R Jj R Kk …e -U（ θ，Ф，ψ）/ kT dΩ

（9）

4

e -U（ θ，Ф，ψ）/ kT dΩ

where U（ θ，Ф，ψ ）is the potential energy associated

scopic symmetry must exist. Therefore，many of 3 i + 1

with different molecular orientation angles（ θ，Ф，ψ），k

the elements of the（ i + 1 ）rank macroscopic tensor

in the exponential is the Boltzmann constant，T is the

（ i）

x

would vanish. This is also true for the（ i + 1）rank

microscopic or molecular tensor β（ i） when the molecular is with certain symmetry. The nonvanishing macroi）
scopic tensor elements x（IJK…
and the microscopic elei）
ments β（ijk…
are connected through，
（ i）
x IJK… = N ×

i）
+ 〈 R Ii R Jj R Kk …〉β（ijk…
ijk… = x'y'z'

（7）

system temperature，and dΩ = sinθdθdФdψ is the integral element of the solid angle Ω（ θ，Ф，ψ）.
i）
Since β（ijk…
is an（ i + 1）order tensor，which has
i）
is very
3 i + 1 tensorial elements，the knowledge of β（ijk…
important for simplification of equation（ 9）. Molecular

symmetry would only allow some of the tensor elements

where N is the number density of the molecule，the

i）
of β（ijk…
be non-zero，which would greatly simplify the
problem. Sometimes，such as under resonance condi-

summing term denotes the average over all the possible

tions or far from resonance，further simplification of

i）
contributions from the molecular polarizability β（ijk…
to

equation（ 9）is possible because only one or a few ten-
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sorial elements are dominant. Another way to simplify

R（ θ） =

the problem is by knowing the ratios between the non-

while for SHG or SFG（ i = 2），

1 + c2 ×〈 cos2 θ〉 2

（13）

zero tensorial elements from measurements on degener-

R（ θ） = 〈 cosθ〉+ c3 ×〈 cos3 θ〉 2

ate or reduced order processes，just as in SFG using

while for CARS or other four-wave mixing processes（ i

the second-order tensorial elements ratio from the Ra-

= 3），

man depolarization measurement［18，23，25］.

R（ θ）= 1 + c2 ×〈 cos2 θ〉+ c4 ×〈 cos4 θ〉 2（15）

Usually in a ordered molecular system the Eular
angle θ，which is the angle between the molecular z
axis and the laboratory Z axis，and its distribution are
interested. For most of the ordered molecular systems，
rotational isotropy would make the potential energy
U（ θ，Ф，ψ）= U（ θ）. In such a case，the integration over Ф and ψ would be separated from the θ terms. If
integrate Ф and ψ over（ 0，2 π ），all the terms with
cos2n + 1 Ф，cos2n + 1 ψ，sin2n + 1 Ф，and sin2n + 1 ψ would
vanish with n = positive integer. With this approach，
（ i）
IJK…

x

would be reduced into the following functional.
x

j

a j ×〈 cos θ〉 （10）

+
j

= N×

In which i is the order of the process，the smallest j is
either 1 or 0，depending on whether i is an even or odd
process，respectively；the coefficient a i + 1 is a quantity
i）
with the same unit as β（ijk…
. Therefore，it is easy to
show that，
i +1，i -1，i -3，…
（ i）
eff

x

= N×d ×

+
j

j

c〈
j cos θ 〉

= N ×（
r θ）

As we have shown in our previous works on SHG
and SFG［9，18，19］，the expressions for the coefficients
c j 's could be directly derived for a particular processe
using the experimental geometry parameters，the proper
Fresnel factors and the knowledge of the local field factors in the ordered film. With the known general orientational parameter c j 's，the detailed behavior and the
applications of thus constructed functional R（ θ ） in
SHG and SFG was also explored extensively［9，18，19］.
（15），for other coherent nonlinear spectroscopic techniques，their rich orientation dependent behavior could
also be explored in similar ways.
It is worth mentioning that the higher the order of
the coherent process，the higher the order of the dependence of R（ θ）on the order of cosθ. Therefore，the
ability of higher order nonlinear processes for probing
sensitive orientational changes in the ordered molecular

（11）

system should be an important feature of nonlinear
spectroscopy. It is also important to realize that the

and，
I coh = x（effi）

and so on.

With explicit expressions，such as equation（13）and

i +1，i -1，i -3，…
（ i）
IJK…

（14）

null angle measurement for the zero signal intensity，

2

i. e. R（ θ ）= 0，could be a very useful and accurate

i +1，i -1，i -3，…

=

N×d ×

=

N × d ×（
r θ） 2

+
j

j

c j ×〈 cos θ〉

= N2 × d2 × R（ θ）

2

technique in coherent nonlinear spectroscopies，such
as SHG［9，26］，SFG［19］，and CARS［27］.
Now let us look at the incoherent processes.

（12）

in which d = a1 or d = a0 is called the intensity field
factor，c j = a j / a1 or c j = a j / a0 is called the jth general
order parameter，depending on whether i is even or

For the incoherent processes，the total radiation
intensity is the addition of the absolute square of the
molecular radiation intensity.
（ i） 2
2
I incoh =〈 e(
〉
i +1 · µ

odd，respectively；R（ θ）and （
r θ ）can both be called

（ i）
( ( 2 〉（16）
=〈 e(
：e(
i +1 · β
i e i -1 … e1 〉

the general orientational functional for the（ i + 1 ）th
wave mixing processes，or for the ith order linear or

By considering local field and Fresnel corrections，we

nonlinear processes.

have

Here are expressions for a few of typical coherent
spectroscopic techniques. It is clear that for the coherent stimulate Raman process（ i = 1），

I incoh = =〈 ［ L i +1 ：e(
×
·β（ i）：
［ L i ：e(
i +1 ］
i］
2
〉
［ L i -1 ：e(
…［ L1 ：e(
i -1 ］
1］

（17）

Following the procedure for the coherent processes
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of an ordered molecular system with U（ θ，Ф，ψ ）=

coherent，their potential for measurement on molecular

U（ θ），one should have，

orientation and ordering of ordered molecular system is

i +1，i -1，i -3，…

+
j

I coh = N × G ×

f2j ×〈 cos2j θ〉

= N × G × K（ θ）

（18）

also limited. However，this is not to say that they can
not probe other properties，such as spectra，dynamics，
of the ordered molecular system. On the other hand，

where G is the intensity parameter；f2j could also be

Class I spectroscopies would be excellent tools for stud-

called the general orientational parameters and K（ θ ）

ies on photo-fragment alignment and reorientation in

the general orientational functional for the ith order in-

the gas phase［31 - 33］，where the problem of local field

coherent spectroscopy. It is to be noted that normal

factor does not exist，and the ensemble average also

Raman processes or Surface Enhanced Raman proces-

becomes simple. However，besides clear advantages

ses（ SERS）
（ i = 1）would have their K（ θ）as
2
4
K（ θ） = 1 + f〈
2 cos θ 〉+ f〈
4 cos θ 〉 （19）

for condensed phase studies，coherent spectroscopies of
Class II may also have advantages in applications in the

similar to the form for polarization fluorescence meas-

gas phase，since the signal is proportional to the square

urement of the immobile chromophores imbedded in an

of molecular density in coherent processes，comparing

ordered molecular film［5，28，29］.

to that proportional only to the molecular density in in-

From this formulation it seems that the incoherent
processes could also be effective tools for probing molecular orientation and ordering in the ordered molecular system. But further examination can easily demonstrate the ineffectiveness of the incoherent processes.
Firstly，because of the incoherent nature，K（ θ ）

coherent processes.

3

Conclusion
In this report，I have presented a general formula-

tion of the linear and nonlinear spectroscopies for measurement of the molecular orientation and ordering of the

doesn't have interference effect，so the modulation of

ordered molecular system. I have formulated the gener-

K（ θ） would always be much weaker than that of

al orientational functional for both the coherent and in-

R（ θ），which does show interference effect and con-

coherent Class II spectroscopies. Such a formulation

tains phase information. Secondly，K（ θ ）could never

has been devised for SHG and SFG processes，and has

actually go to zero，so it would never have the advan-

shown important applications on probing molecular

tage of null angle measurement，which can generate

structure，spectroscopy，and phase transitions at vari-

very accurate and powerful information on molecular o-

ous interfacial systems［9，18，19］. The generalization of

rientation in the ordered molecular system；thirdly，be-

this formulation to other spectroscopies would be useful

cause there would not be able to have a very explicit

with other coherent spectroscopic techniques，such as

expression for the G and f2j parameters，due to the dif-

stimulated Raman，SHG，SFG，CARS，etc. in the

ficulties in performing ensemble average over the

foreseeable future.

squared molecular quantities，it is not possible to have

The key to this formulation is to simplify the effec-

an effective treatment on the local field factors as with

tive linear or nonlinear molecular susceptibility and

［30］

the coherent processes

. Even though in the litera-

construct the general orientational functional with a

ture， polarized absorption， fluorescence have been

clear approach to calculate the orientational and inten-

used extensively to probe the ordered molecular sys-

sity parameters from the experimental parameters，

［5］

，only with very crude assumptions on the local

which determines the orientational and polarization be-

field factors，which actually have significant effects on

havior of the general orientational functional in a parti-

the results，and a calculation is possible. So it is fair

cular experimental configuration. The usefulness and

to conclude here that those measurements are intrinsi-

effectiveness of this approach have been demonstrated

cally qualitative other than quantitative.

in previous works from my group［9，18，19］. A major con-

tems

Because Class I spectroscopies are intrinsically in-

clusion in this report is that coherent spectroscopic
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techniques should have many advantages on quantitative and accurate probing of molecular orientation and
ordering of ordered molecular systems，over the incoherent ones，which are intrinsically qualitative rather
than quantitative. These advantages originate from the
facts that in coherent spectroscopies，the treatment of
the local field factor and the ensemble average can be
simple and straightforward.

The immediate future

works following this line are expected for the detailed
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